.& Some& bacterial& species& can& produce& extracellular& polymeric& substances&(EPS),&which&improve&a&soil's&moisture&retention&and&act&to&aggregate&soil&particles& together,& further& altering& underground& hydrodynamics 12, 13 .& Thus,& bacterial& characteristics& are& tightly& coupled& with& the& dynamics& of& soil& conditions.& This& bacteria=soil& interplay& has& implications&for&bioremediation,&water&quality,&nutrient&cycling,&and&underground&ecology.&It&is& therefore& necessary& to& study& soil& bacteria& within& the& structural& and& hydrodynamic& context& of& their& natural& environment& and& on& length& scales& appropriate& to& cellular& functions& (i.e.& the& pore& scale)&to&elicit&emergent&behaviours.&Unfortunately,&the&opacity&of&soil&presents&a&challenge&for& the&direct&visualization&and&measurement&of&bacterial&traits&at&the&pore=scale&in#situ.& Experiments& in& sand& columns& and& micromodels& have& enabled& measurements& of& bulk& bacterial&transport&through&porous&media&and&have&even&allowed&some&preliminary&imaging&of& bacteria& in& pore=spaces [14] [15] [16] [17] .& Nafion,& a& transparent& fluoropolymer& that& is& sometimes& used& as& a& sand& substitute,& can& further& increase& the& imaging& compatibility& of& bacteria& in& flow& cells 18, 19 .& However,&these&systems&do&not&have&a&defined&structure&and&are&often&treated&as&'black&boxes',& making&it&impossible&to&correlate&pore=scale&hydrodynamics&with&bacterial&biofilm&distribution.&& In& other& synthetic& systems,& microfluidic& platforms& have& been& used& to& visualize& bacterial& behaviour& in& flow& through& narrow& channels& and& around& tight& corners 20, 21, 22 .& These& platforms& reduce& the& physicochemical& complexity& of& natural& porous& media& while& testing& bacterial& characteristics&in&highly&parameterized&and&fully&defined&systems 23 .&&Microfluidic&systems&have& the& added& benefit& of& retaining& the& same& physical& structure& for& each& experimental& replicate,& allowing& flow& in& the& channels& to& be& computationally& simulated 24, 25 .& These& systems& have& elucidated& bacterial& chemotaxis& through& tortuous& channels,& bacterial& streamer& formation,& and& microbial& competition 9, 26 .& However,& there& has& yet& to& be& a& microfluidic& system& used& to& study& bacterial& transport& and& spatial& distribution& that& replicates& the& heterogeneous& structure& of& natural&porous&media.&& Previous& efforts& have& used& microfluidic& designs& to& re=create& homogeneous& porous& features.& Several& such& platforms& rely& on& a& simplistic& design& of& circular& features& with& varied& packing& densities,&radii,&and&pitches [27] [28] [29] [30] .&While&the&reduction&of&particle&shape&to&equivalent&spheres&has& been& successfully& used& in& the& field& of& soil& physics& to& describe& averaged& fluid& space& quantities& such& as& porosity& and& permeability,& the& size& of& a& single& bacterial& cell& is& on& a& length& scale& well& below&the&representative&pore&space&volume&that&justifies&the&spherical&particle&assumption 31, 32 41, 42 .&While&stochastic&processes&are&usually&associated&with&ecological&drift,&or&the& relative& changes& in& species& abundance& due& to& reproduction& and& decay,& stochasticity& is& less& frequently& associated& with& ecological& dispersal& or& the& transport& of& cells& across& distances 43 .& Dispersal&of&bacterial&species&is&credited&with&increasing&local&diversity&and&can&have&dramatic& implications& for& plant=microbiome& formation 44 .& Our& finding& that& dispersal& has& a& stochastic& relationship& to& pore& space& hydrodynamics& may& help& inform& ecological& theories& of& microbial& community&formation 45 48 .&& In&addition&to&being&an&important&factor&in&trapping&bacteria&during&the&initial&stages&of& biofilm&seeding&within&the&pore&space,&we&next&tried&to&elucidate&the&role&of&rheotaxis&in&shaping& growing&biofilms.&& Predicting*the*spatial*evolution*of*bacterial*biofilms* Once&bacteria&have&attached&to&the&surface&of&a&particle,&their&distribution&is&affected&not& only&by&flow,&but&also&by&growth 49, 50 .&Daughter&cells&may&detach&and&be&carried&downstream&to& attach& in& another& location.& They& can& also& reattach& upstream& when& cells& have& specialized& characteristics& like& curved& structure& or& twitching& motility 51, 52 .& Under& these& growth& conditions,& 38, 58, 59 .& Fluorescent& strains& were& constructed& by& integrating& GFP& into& the& chromosome& of& Pantoea& sp.& YR343& using& the& pBT270& and& pBT277& plasmids& as& previously& described 38 
